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95 % of the Universe is unknown

Dark Matter

Dark Energy

All known
matter: 
stars
planets, 
galaxies



Higgs: You got a new toy, it‘s a playmobil castle with a 
size between 1-1000 cm. Can you find it ? 
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Today: I have a new toy for you, I put it somewhere in 
your room. The size is 0.1-100 cm. Can you find it ?
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What could it be? Dark Matter models
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19d Parameter space
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Traditional

What could it be? Dark Matter models
19d Parameter space
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2011: First DM 
search at LHC
è my group at

CERN/ATLAS



Traditional

What could it be? Dark Matter models

2018:Exhaustive Automated Search
Database of Models

19d Parameter space
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2011: First DM 
search at LHC
è my group at

CERN/ATLAS



Classify/Predict DM from 19 
parameters

Scan Data with Million 
templates

Collider Data: Scanning 
> 30.000 data selections

2018:
Automatize
searches
for anomalies

2016: „Learn“ DM model 2017: Scan gamma rays
for DM with Deep Networks

LHC/ATLAS SUSY-AI   
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Model Simulation Experiment

Traditional 
pipeline:

My goal:

Astro
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>100000

< 1 msec

LHC-AI
features
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>days



1. Machine Learning or toys from the future
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What is Machine Learning ?



1a) regression
is now a 1d function

of a 1d variable x
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Estimate function using 
polynominals

Problem is to determine
“best” model parameters
This is done by defining an
“error function” or loss function
which is then “minimized”.

è Easy to solve 

However: Which order 
of the polynomial ?



Example 1dim 
regression
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è Higher order polynominals
Naturally fit better, but
they do not agree with the true
curve.
èOverfitting

Can be seen in data by calculating
the error function
of an independent data set
èTest data error function
would be large !
èDataset typically split in a
“training set” and a “testing set”



Neural Network - regression 
• Suppose we have a trivial model: 
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and f is a non-linear activation function. 
Let’s make  the input a vector (more input variables):  

+ bias vector (here neglected, 
see NN lectures)



Activation functions examples
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Does not work for
NN -> No non-linearities



Neural Networks

• Let us now make the basis function itself nonlinear 
combinations of its inputs
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And phi is a non-linear activation function, b is called bias

(bias allows to “shift” the activation function



Neural Networks
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y



Neural Networks
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This is a 3 layer (1 hidden layer) feedforward
(multilayer) perceptron
àThis is the “simplest network”

“Training”:
Finding the set of weights which minimize the error 
function
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Neural Networks

• Of course we can have multiple output nodes
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We often use 5-10 layers

Multiple 
Output
Nodes !

… or multiple hidden layers… 



2014 First deep network in HEP (begin 
2018 we had 50 on arxiv)
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Important:
Input only 4 vectors !!!!
No knowledge about physics !!!!
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Training methods
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… there is also e.g. semi-supervised using labeled + unlabeled data



2. Astroparticle DM searches with Machines
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Dark Matter data gathering pillars
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Gravitational 
interactions

Direct Detection

ProductionIndirect Detection



Deep Convolutional Networks
Actually Alpha-go used a deep convolutional network… 
What is this ?

We recently used deep convolutional networks to 
analyse gamma ray images for
Dark Matter
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.06706



Convolutional Networks

• Convolutional networks have convolution layers 
based on “filters”, a filter (a matrix) maps “a group 
of numbers” to “a number” reducing the data à
CONV layers
• There are also layers which only do a 

downsampling (lower the dimensionality) POOL or 
“fully connected layers” to process the final 
numbers…
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important paper:LeCun, Yann. "LeNet-5, convolutional 
neural networks". Retrieved 16 November 2013.



Filters (Matrix)
• Unity
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“Edge detector”:

“Convolutional” Network use “invariances” (rotation, translation) in data (e.g. images)



WIMP Astrophysics
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Is Dark Matter WIMPy?
Connecting Geneva with 

the Galactic Center
Astrophysics goal: Understand all sources of gamma rays

èSubtracting the known sources yields the following

picture

NASA press release 2014 (excess known since 2009)

The inset is a map of the galactic center with known 
sources removed, which reveals the gamma-ray 

excess (red, green and blue) found there. This excess 

emission is consistent with annihilations from some 

hypothesized forms of dark matter. Credit: 

NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration and T. Linden 

(Univ. of Chicago)

Official paper in 2015

Gamma rays & the Galactic Center 
excess
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Our convolutional network 
(convnet)
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Hierarchical/compositional structure à smaller to larger structures
(reason: visible system is hierarchical as well…) 

In comparison: GoogleLeNet has like 30 layers… 



Isotropic or point sources: A Deep 
Convolutional Network approach

arXiv:1708.06706
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Output of the 5 convolutional layers can be “visualized” per event.

Activations of the network. Only four filters per layers are shown for clarity, between
256 and 65 filters are used for the different layers
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www.mydarkmachine.org
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Interpretation here is
frequentists and relies on the model 
to be correct (uncertainties
from toy experiments, no p-value yet)

Network can generalize over randomness



Main message: Parameter determination of 
the physical model with a Neural Network

• Finally our goal is to determine the model 
parameters from 1 image (“real data”)
• We do this by training the network on “simulation” 

(“simulated data”)
• We need to ensure that simulation agrees with data:

Is the true image in the simulation parameter space of 
images ? If not DM parameters maybe wrong !
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In simple words we do a “fit” to the image including all kinds of “unknown correlations”
using a deep convolutional network trained on simulations



Next steps - Categorize objects on the gamma-ray sky 
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Also point source detection nowè see e.g. recent paper called “deepsource”
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02701



Can we simulate the most 
elementary interactions of our 
Universe with machine learning?

Sascha Caron 
(Radboud University Nijmegen)



The most elementary interactions



Collisions at the 
Large Hadron Collider



Most events look like this…



1 in >1000 billion events looks 
like this

Mass of the
Higgs is reconstructed
with photon energies



Physical
Model Simulation Experiment

Analysis 
pipeline:

Our
goal:

< 1 msec

ML- tool scan
model-independently
(unsupervised)
for new physics

>days



Accelerating simulations

• SUSY-AI (www.susy-ai.org) : Good or
bad model from 19 parameters

è from hours to microseconds
• DeepXs : Calculating frequency of new
physics events

è from 20 min to microseconds

This project with surfsara: 
Generate and simulate full events !

http://www.susy-ai.org/


Simulation: Traditional

Detector Simulator

Input:
Random numbers

Energy and angles of reconstructed particles



Simulation: Us

Input:
Random numbers

Energy and angles of reconstructed particles



Random numbers…

Götz, Karl Otto: Statistisch-metrischer 
Versuch 4:2:2:1, Entwurf Sommer 1959



Random input à Art

Tinguely, Meta Matics



Network simulations ?
Generative Adversarial Networks state of the art:



Network simulations ?
Generative Adversarial Networks state of the art:

1812.04948



Distributions of Particle
Collision “Events“ with GANs

Good:

GAN “learns“
special relativity !
à Right events



Distributions of Particle
Collision “Events“ with GANs

BAD:

GAN does not
make
events of different
types with right
frequencies !



Autoencoders

“bottleneck“

We actually use a better version:
„Dutch“ Autoencoder
(Variational Autoencoder by Dederik Kingma and Max Welling)



Distributions of Particle
Collision “Events“ with
variational autoencoders

BAD:
Autoencoder typically does not
make events of different types with right
frequencies !



Autoencoder 
(+ event info in latent space )

“bottleneck“
10d

We actually use a better version:
„Dutch“ Autoencoder
(Variational Autoencoder by Dederik Kingma and Max Welling)

Use/Store some
latent Space info of
original events to sample

20d 20d



Distributions of Particle
Collision “Events“ with
„density“ variational
autoencoders

Sampling > 20d 
phase space



Why is this useful ?

Can „store“ events in lower
dimensional latent space and
interpolate between them

àNew events (by interpolation and
compression/decompression)

àNew concepts (by interpolation)
àNew models (by interpolation)
àBetter random number sampling
àUltrafast (Million events per second
compared to 1 event per minute …)



Concept of a latent space 
of sofas and chairs

arxiv 1610.07584



Top top Latent space PCA1 vs
PCA2
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Our goal:

New Physics ? 



Our goal:

Event automatically classified as
interesting new signal by a system
trained on our „fast“ simulations

New Physics ? 



Problem at the Large Hadron Collider is to find new 
over-densities in the data
compared with the SM expectation
not necessary a new cluster or outliers…

… but maybe also outliers…
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Our recent ATLAS approach
• Look everywhere for new overdensities

• Compare data to the SM using a test statistics

and a scan algorithm

è e.g. General Search (on arxiv now: https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.07447)
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Automatize:
>1600 distributions
>800 channels
>10^5 regions

Which quantity is optimal ?
How to determine background ?
How many hypothesis tests are optimal?


